FHD 1080P WiFi(P2P)+IP DIY DVR

Model: GL-H48

[Charge the battery]
Plug the micro USB end of cable into USB port and plug the other end to an USB power source.
●Solid Green LED - the device is charging.
●Green LED goes off - the device is fully charged.

[Operation]
(1) Power on: Switch Power On.
(2) Recording: 40 seconds after device on, it will start to record automatically.
(3) Vibration: Switch Vibrate upward to turn on, or downward to turn off.
(4) WiFi: With device powered on, Switch O upward to turn on, or downward to turn off.

(5) Power off: Switch Power Off and the previous recording will be saved automatically.
(6) Reset: When the device functions abnormally, press RESET.
(7) Restore all default settings: Press Defaults for 10 seconds, and release.
[Pair up the remote with DVR]
(1) Power on the device and long press RF Pair on DVR and release the button until you see
the blinking Blue & Red LED. It indicates that the receiver is waiting to be paired up.
(2) Turn on the remote control and enable the vibration alert. Press Rec button on the remote
control, with the remote control vibrates once and both blue & red LED goes off, the remote is
successfully paired up with the DVR.
[Operation for remote control]
For Remote Control:
Power on/off : slide “Pwr” switch downward to power on; upward to power off.
Turn on/off the vibration :slide “Vib” switch downward to turn on; upward to turn off.
For DVR:
Turn on/off : Long press POWER on rhe remote at least 3 seconds to turn on and off the DVR.
Recording : Press REC on the remote once to start or stop the recording.
WiFi : Press Δ one the remote once to enble or disable WiFi.
[LED Indicators Device Status]
Solid Blue LED - Device On
Solid Red LED - Recording on
Blinking Red LED - No TF card
Red LED Blinking 10 Times - Low Battery
Blinking Orange LED - Searching WiFi
Solid Orange LED - WiFi connected
Solid Green LED - Device Charging
Solid Bright Green LED - IP connected
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